
Essay Question for 
Assessment 4

Name_________________Hour_____________

Prompt:  In Spiderweb 4, we talked about whether or not a person like Tony could change.  
Would it be possible for Mary to fix an abusive and alcoholic husband?  Use at least 2 quotes 
from the Spiderweb Discussion handout.

Topic Sentence
Change the prompt 

into your topic 
sentence

Introduce Quote

Quote

Introduce your 
quote, give your 
quote, and cite 

your quote all in 
one.

Analysis
What does the quote 
mean?  What do you 

think?

Transition
What’s another 

thought?

Introduce Quote

Quote

Introduce another 
quote, give quote, 
and cite quote all 

in one.

Analysis
What does the 
quote mean?  
What do you 

think?



(1-12)  (s1t8)  For each claim, use textual evidence to support.  Use 
page numbers that are provided.  Evidence can be in your own 
words and does not have to be direct quotes.

1.  (16-17)  Grandma (mom’s mom) was a cold and secretive grandparent to Greg and Mike.

2.  (18)  Both Tony and Mary (Greg & Mike’s mom and dad) really did not care that Greg and Mike would be 
afraid to travel home alone from Indiana.

3.  (19)  Even at the age of 8, Greg soon discovered that they can not count on their parents.

4.  (20)  Tony’s metal cabin hustle was a big fail.

5.  (21)  Miss Sallie seemed to have some resentment against Mike and Greg.

6.  (22)  Tony becomes more and more violent as he drinks more and more.

7.  (23)  Tony is a moron and does not really know who to prove his love.

8.  (25)  Mom really might be gone for good this time.

9.  (25)  Losing mom, truly affects both Mike and Greg.  Tony, on the other hand, seems to be “getting over it.”

10.  (26)  Staying home alone, puts Greg and Mike in another situation that the young boys should not have to 
face.

11.  (27)  Dad’s drinking causese problem after problem.

12. (30)   Not long ago, the Tony and his family were “getting rich,”  now life is drastically different.


